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We have successfully 
delivered priority systems in 
an array of industries.  
Results have been 
remarkable, and our clients 
have been able to gain 
significant benefits from 
priority systems. 
 
 
“The approach provides a 
sound basis for assessing 
and evaluating the risks we 
face as a company…[It] is a 
competitive advantage that 
improves our operations, 
reduces our losses, 
increases our profitability, 
and changes how we thing 
about our business.” 

Joe Martinelli
President

Chevron Pipeline Company
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Collaborative, Multiphase Process to Ensure Key Stakeholders Involvement 

Our approach: 

 identifies, for any resource constraint, the optimal set of projects, 
 determines the equivalent dollar value of each project, accounting for “soft” as well has hard, dollar 

benefits, 
 accounts for interdependencies among projects, 
 quantifies risk, taking into account the performance risks of individual projects as well as market risks, 
 ensures that resource allocations are aligned with strategic objectives, 
 facilitates a more effective decision-making process that reduces “gaming” and “levels the playing field” 

for the competition for resources. 
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Structured Approach to Optimize Portfolio of Investments 
 
 

Getting results… 
 
 
We will deliver a priority system (software plus processes for collecting the necessary inputs) that you will be 
able to use on an ongoing basis to evaluate projects and optimally allocate resources.  The system will include: 

 standardized, electronic forms for obtaining project proposal information, 
 project inventory database summarizing each project’s costs and benefits, 
 a prioritized portfolio of investment opportunities, plus the ability to analyze alternative portfolios, 
 an efficient process for updating the budget solution. 



Benefit from experienced leaders… 
 
Two experts who combine extensive experience in developing priority systems and the airline 
business with knowledge of advanced quantitative planning, decision analysis, and management 
science techniques will lead the project. 

 
Lee Merkhofer is president of Lee Merkhofer Consulting.  He specializes 
in helping organizations design and implement formal systems for 
prioritizing projects.  Under grants from the National Science Foundation, 
he conducted research into prioritization theory while serving as an 
Associate Director at the Stanford Research Institute.  More recently, as a 
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partner of PricewatehouseCoopers and vice president of its unit, Applied 
Decision Analysis (now a unit of Standard & Poor’s Corporate Value 
Consulting), he founded and led the Priority Systems Business Practice.  
Dr. Merkhofer is the author of two books on decision and risk analysis.  
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Dr. Merkhofer earned his Ph.D. in Engineering-Economic Systems, 
M.S. in Electrical Engineering, and B.S. in Physics (summa cum 
laude), all from Stanford University.  He has served on advisory panels 
for the National Academy of Sciences, Environmental Protection 
Agency, Department of Energy, Office of Technology Assessment, 
National Academy of Sciences, and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration. He has taught courses in regression analysis 
and forecasting theory for University of California and lectured on 
decision analysis at Stanford University. 
 
Lee Merkhofer Consulting is now the premier provider of tools and 
processes for prioritizing projects and optimally allocating resources. 
 
 
 
Jahan Alamzad is president of CA Advisors.  He has served as advisor to 
Applied Decision Analysis (ADA), a unit of Standard & Poor’s Corporate 
Value Consulting, where he was previously the director of airline practice.  
(ADA was a wholly owned subsidiary of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC 
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between 1998 and 2001.)  Mr. Alamzad has been a management 
consultant in the airline and aerospace industries for the past seventeen 
years.  Before his consulting career, he worked at American Airlines and 
United Airlines.  Mr. Alamzad holds a masters in Operations Research 
from Stanford University, as well as a masters in Industrial and Systems 
Engineering from the University of Southern California, and bachelors 
degrees in Civil Engineering and Electrical Engineering from the 
University of Illinois.  He has served on the faculty of the Department of 
Aviation at San Jose State University, and has collaborated in publishing 
a textbook entitled Airline Management. 
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CA Advisors is a management consulting firm dedicated to providing 
state-of-the-art analytical services.  By applying powerful and practical 
tools, the firm helps its client understand their business positions and 
improve their strategic and operational decisions.  To ensure the success 
of its work, the firm is committed to collaborating closely with its clients, 
communicating clearly about its approach, and delivering valuable 
results that are logically sound.  The firm has a focused and dedicated 
practice in the airline industry, with a breath of expertise in aerospace 
and aviation.  The experience of the firm’s professionals extends from 
traditional applications in logistics and resource allocation to more 
innovative applications in strategic planning and corporate development. 
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